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i>Clicker Base Receiver Units
Permanently Installed in Classrooms

Scheduling Classes in a ClickerReady Classroom

To accommodate instructors who require their students to
purchase their own i>Clicker student remote devices,
i>Clicker base receiver units have been permanently
installed a number of Illinois Central College classrooms.

If you plan to have your students purchase clickers,
ask your department’s scheduler to request that
your course be scheduled in a clicker-ready classroom.
“I>Clicker” is an option that is taken into account when
the semester’s schedule is being created—make sure
your scheduler knows to mark that option for your
course.

These base receiver units
connect to the classroom’s
podium computer with a USB
cable. The base receiver unit
works along with the
i>Clicker software to collect
the votes that students
transmit with their i>Clicker
student remotes.

Clicker Classrooms and Clicker Sets
In addition to the classrooms that are equipped with the
base receiver units, ICC has a number of sets of i>Clicker
student remotes. These clicker sets also have their own
base units, and can be quickly set up and used at other
locations across the college.
Note that the base units are interchangeable. If you
happen to be using a clicker set in a classroom that is
already equipped with a base receiver unit, you do not
have to use the base unit from the clicker set—the one
already set up in the classroom will work just fine.

Note: You only need to request a clicker-ready
classroom if are requiring your students to purchase
clickers. If you plan to make use of a clicker set, the set
will include it’s own base unit. Clicker sets can be
easily used in any classroom with a podium computer
and projector.

Request Additional Clicker-Ready
Classrooms
The Teaching and Learning Center co-ordinates the
installation of i>Clicker base units into additional
classrooms. Please make an effort to have your courses
scheduled in an existing clicker classroom first, but if an
additional base unit needs to be installed to meet your
needs, contact the Teaching and Learning Center to
make the arrangements.
Contact the Teaching and Learning Center for
more information about using clickers at Illinois
Central College: (309) 694-8908 or tlc@icc.edu
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310A
311A
312A
312B
316E
319E
320A
326A
331A
332A
333C
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Birch 28
Birch 38
Maple 101
Maple 102
Maple 104
Maple 105
Maple 106

Downtown Campus





Perley 306
Perley 307
Thomas 03
Thomas 16
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